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ABSTRACT 
 Network connectivity is sparse in the marine environment where there is a lack of 
wireless infrastructure. The mobility of ships, along with fluctuating sea surfaces, makes 
maintaining end-to-end connectivity between ships highly challenging. As an alternative 
to costly satellite links, we propose a disruption-tolerant network (DTN) for 
communications that leverages on unmanned vessels performing logistics operations to 
concurrently act as nodes to store, carry, and forward messages from ship to ship. In our 
novel approach, rather than relying on opportunistic contact between vessels while they 
are performing their logistics operations, the unmanned vessels are directed by our 
movement models. Finally, we design and simulate various scenarios using the ONE 
simulator to validate our models. 
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Delay/Disruption-Tolerant Networks (DTNs) are a class of networks that support the use of
applications in an infrastructure-less wireless environment where there are no guarantees
of end-to-end paths between a source and destination, excessive delays in communications
and links are often disrupted. The ocean maritime environment is one such environment.
To enable communications in these challenging environments, DTNs rely on the mobility
of intermediate network nodes to store and forward messages across the network. We see
a similarity between these intermediate nodes and logistics vessels that transport supplies
across the ocean. A DTN formed with logistics vessels carrying messages can provide a
method of communications between vessels at sea and from ship to shore. As unmanned
shipping is a domain of the future, where technology can be used to relieve the human
operator from the manual task of navigation, we propose the use of unmanned ocean
logistics vessels as DTN ferry nodes in the ocean environment.
This chapter first provides the definition of DTNs and an introductory look at unmanned
ocean logistics vessels.We then discuss the objectives of our study, the scope and limitations
of our work, and the structure of the thesis.
1.1 Definition of a DTN
A traditional data network can be thought of as a connected graph of vertices (nodes) and
edges (links), where at least one end-to-end path exists between any source-destination pair
of nodes. Nodes are assumed to be functional most of the time and links connect some nodes
together. Incoming packets are buffered by intermediate nodes before being forwarded to
the next hop (if the current node is not the intended recipient) or received and processed
(if the current node is the intended recipient). The Internet was conceived based on these
fundamental assumptions. Yet, such assumptionsmay not be appropriate for certain wireless
networks, where connectivity can become intermittent and a contemporaneous end-to-end
path does not exist between a source-destination pair. Examples of such networks include
sensor-based networks with intermittent connectivity, mobile wireless networks that often
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form and break links dynamically (mobile ad hoc networks, wireless military networks), and
satellite networks with moderate delay and interruptions caused by environmental factors.
Despite these challenges, there is a need to support communicationswithin and between such
networks, collectively termed Intermittently Connected Networks, Challenged Networks or
Delay/Disruption-Tolerant Networks [1].
DTN architecture was formally proposed by the Internet Research Task Force in 2007 to
address these networks that are subject to frequent disruptions, disconnections, and long
delays [2]. The architecture introduces the bundle layer, which is an end-to-end message-
oriented layer that overlays the existing transport layer. This layer is responsible for hop-by-
hop reliable delivery (in contrast to end-to-end) and includes persistent storage formessages.
Nodes that implement this layer are called DTN nodes. DTN nodes are capable of accumu-
lating arriving messages and storing them in message buffers until there is an opportunity to
forward the messages to the next hop. When a node moves within communication range of
another node and a link becomes available, contact is said to have occurred [2]. Contact can
be scheduled, predictable, or opportunistic [2]. Messages may need to be stored in buffers
for a long time if the node is unable to make contact with other nodes. Successful message
delivery is achieved when a message originating from a source node is delivered to the
intended destination node, usually with the help of intermediary DTN nodes (a trivial case
occurs if the next hop of a source node is the destination node). In the DTN literature, this
is known as the store-carry-forward paradigm. We discuss DTN in greater detail in the next
chapter.
1.2 Unmanned Ocean Logistics Vessels
Logistics can be defined as a field of study that focuses on the planning and control
of resources needed to sustain and enable military operations to achieve their desired
objectives [3]. Up until the middle of the 19th century, troops managed logistics by carrying
their own supplies. With the advent of ammunition technology and mechanized weapon
systems, troops found it increasingly difficult to carry the different kinds of ammunition and
large amounts of fuel. This paved the way for the use of trains and ships to bring supplies
from rear supply depots to the battlefield. Modern military logistics now include weapons,
ammunition, fuel, rations and the provision of services likemedical aid andmaintenance [3].
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The logistics vessel is the primarymeans of transporting supplies to a ship at sea. Unmanned
vehicle technology can enable a newclass of logistics vessel that has the potential to provide a
more flexible alternative to traditional logistics vessels [4]. For example, the current concept
of operation for replenishment at sea is for the logistics vessel to travel from shore to sea to
meet the target ship at a rendezvous location for logistics transfer, regardless of the size of
logistical supplies [5]. If only a small amount of logistical supplies is needed, then it is not
operationally effective. The usage of smaller unmanned vessels carrying smaller payloads
introduces a more flexible approach to the current logistical model. Other advantages are
many, such as unmanned ships being smaller, cheaper to build, and capable of reducing
human error and human exposure to harm in contested environments.
An unmanned surface vessel is termed a USV while a subsurface vessel is termed an
unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV). Both USVs and UUVs are capable of transporting
supplies across the ocean efficiently, and both have their unique advantages over the other.
USVs are capable of communicating with air and subsurface assets at the same time because
they can have antennas both above and below the sea simultaneously [6]. This makes them
essential in any kind of wireless networked communications involving all air, land, sea,
and underwater assets. USVs can also be powered by solar panels and propelled by wave
actions to reduce reliance on batteries and prolong their operational endurance. UUVs do
however have access to underwater docking stations that can recharge their batteries by
cables connected to shore, and can communicate with underwater sensors or conduct sea
floor surveillance that could be outside of range for USVs [6].
1.3 Objectives
In our study, we consider the ocean environment as a sparse network and utilize theMessage
Ferrying approach described in [7], which uses a set of special mobile nodes called message
ferries to provide communications between nodes in the network. We believe that the
functions of the message ferries can be performed by unmanned ocean logistics vessels as
they travel from shore to ship or ship to ship. The Message Ferrying approach is suitable for
our study because logistics vessels collect supplies from known sources and deliver them
to known destinations. We wish to determine, through simulation using real-world scenario
settings, which performance metrics can be improved, when compared to existing DTN
protocols, if our routing protocol controls the routes of message ferries in a network.
3
1.4 Scope
We propose the use of unmanned logistics vessels as message ferries in an ocean environ-
ment, creating a DTN network where the logistics vessels fulfill the role of ferry nodes.
Firstly, we design and implement a Message Ferrying protocol termed Directed Message
Ferry Routing (DMFR) in the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator [8],
which is widely used by researchers working on DTN routing protocols. Next, we design
various scenarios including a basic random mobility scenario with no ferry nodes, and
scenarios with one or more ferry nodes. We attempt to define the scenario settings based
on real-world measurements such as state-of-the-art vessel speed, transmission range, and
waiting times so that the conclusions derived from the simulation results are practical.
Finally, we compare the performance of DMFR with several existing routing protocols al-
ready implemented in the ONE simulator, based on metrics such as message delivery ratio,
latency, and overhead.
1.5 Limitations
The ONE simulator comes with implementations of well-known routing protocols, several
of which are used for comparison with our protocol. We do not independently verify that
these protocols have been properly implemented as we trust that they have been verified in
other published work. As the focus of the ONE simulator is on higher network layers, it
abstracts away link layer protocols, and thus effects such as changes in transmission ranges
due to atmospheric attenuation are not simulated. Transmission ranges are assumed to be
constant through the simulation. We do not discuss in depth some aspects of DTN such
as gateways, name tuples, congestion control and security, as the focus of our study is on
routing protocols and their performance in a sparse network. For similar reasons, we also
do not discuss naval operations or consider all aspects of naval operating procedures, such
as safety distances between vessels during loading and unloading of cargo.
1.6 Structure of the Thesis
Chapter 2 examines the history of the development of DTNs and provides a more detailed
description of DTN characteristics and general routing strategies. We present the use of
DTN technology across the public, private, and military domains, and consider future
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applications. We describe our ferry protocol DMFR in greater detail, as well as the existing
DTN protocols for comparison, and the performance metrics by which the protocols are
compared. We compare and present our choice of simulator and the simulator framework.
Finally, the chapter includes a review of the literature related to our study.
Chapter 3 describes the methodology employed by this thesis. We detail the protocol
implementation of DMFR in the simulator and describe the objectives of the different
scenarios and the settings for the simulation variables.
In Chapter 4, we present and analyze the results derived from the scenario simulations. We
compare the protocols based on performance metrics. Chapter 5 contains a summary of the
results of our study, presents several conclusions, and includes recommendations for future
work.
5




This chapter beginswith a historical perspective describing themajor precursor technologies
to DTN. We then discuss the typical characteristics of a DTN and present some case
studies of DTN research across public, private, and military domains, and possible future
applications of DTN technology. The second half of the chapter details general routing
strategies in DTNs, as well as the specific performancemetrics and routing protocols that we
use for comparison in our study. We also briefly describe how the network attributes impact
performance. We compare popular simulation tools and describe the selected simulator
framework. Finally, we present a review of literature related to our work.
2.1 Mobile Ad Hoc Networking
A major precursor of DTN was Mobile Ad Hoc Networking (MANET). In the late 1990s,
with advances in wireless technology and expected widespread use of mobile devices, there
was increased interest in incorporating routing functionalities into mobile nodes so that they
would be capable of forming a network routing infrastructure in an ad hoc fashion [9]. In a
MANET, each node in the network is free to move about in any direction, and the network
topology changes as the nodes move [9]. There is no centralized infrastructure. The nodes
must function as routers to relay traffic for other nodes. This differs from traditional mobile
wireless networks where mobile devices communicate with each other by connecting to
base stations and access points, which do most of the routing. Nodes in a MANET need to
compute and maintain routing information about the frequently changing network topology
to properly route traffic. DTN shares many similarities with MANET such as frequent node
disconnections, limited bandwidth, and absence of wired infrastructure.
There is a key difference between MANET and DTN. In a MANET, an end-to-end path
must exist between a source and a destination before messages can begin to be forwarded
from the source to the destination. A DTN does not require an existing end-to-end path to
begin forwarding a message, as it is possible that an end-to-end path may never exist from
source to destination and there is a need to rely on mobile intermediate nodes to deliver
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messages to the destination in a store-carry-forward approach.
2.2 The Interplanetary Internet
Separately, there was interest from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) in setting up the Interplanetary Internet, which was to be a computer network in
space that could support communications between Earth and other planets and space sta-
tions [10]. In 2001, the Interplanetary Internet Research Group published an Internet-Draft
that describes an architecture that is able to provide Internet-like services across planets, tak-
ing into consideration the intermittent connectivity caused by large orbiting objects between
source and destination, and the large speed-of-light delays caused by the interplanetary dis-
tances [11]. Existing Internet capabilities such as TCP/IP work well when the propagation
delay of light is short due to their dependence on near real-time exchanges between commu-
nicating parties. These interactive protocols are expected to be suitable within space aircraft
and on planet surfaces, where distances are still relatively short, but will not be suitable for
communications across space over great interplanetary distances [11]. There is a need for a
new set of network protocols that is better suited for long distances and higher delays.
A key consideration for this new set of network protocols is the capability to store data for
some amount of time as an immediate link to the next hop may not exist. All the information
needed for the data to be delivered to its final destination is contained in a package termed
as a bundle [11]. A bundle may contain authentication credentials and other pertinent
information required to perform the requested operation, such as the location of a target
file for file requests, without need for further round-trips. The nodes in the Interplanetary
Internet may have to buffer these bundles for hours, days, or weeks before they can be
forwarded. This is termed the “store-and-forward” approach [11]. The design is likened to
that of a postal system, where each sender is responsible for delivering the bundle to the
next receiver en route to the final destination. When a sender has the bundle, it is said to
have “custody” of the bundle and is responsible for re-transmitting the bundle should the
receiver fail to fully receive the bundle during transmission [11]. When the receiver has
successfully received the bundle, the sender then relinquishes its custody and the receiver
becomes the new custodian of the bundle. In this way, when a retransmission is needed, only
the custodian node is notified, instead of the original source as in traditional TCP, which is
more efficient especially in a high-delay environment.
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2.3 Delay-Tolerant Network Architecture
In 2003, Kevin Fall [12] presented a paper that adapted ideas from the Interplanetary Inter-
net design, such as bundles and custodian transfers, to propose a more generalized network
architecture that would work outside of the space domain, and applicable to terrestrial net-
works that lack continuous connectivity. This class of networks is collectively referred to as
challenged networks, and includes mobile ad hoc networks, deep space networks, military
wireless networks, and sensor networks. Fall argued that the TCP/IP-based Internet model
was ill-suited to such frequently disconnected networks. He proposed a new network archi-
tecture that would overlay existing protocol stacks to provide a store-and-forward function
in challenged networks. This became known as the Delay-Tolerant Networking architecture.
The strength of the DTN architecture lies in its capability to provide interoperable commu-
nications across a wide range of networks that have different connectivity properties and
underlying protocol layers, with the use of DTN gateways located at the interconnection
points [12].
2.4 Characteristics of DTN
The DTN class of networks shares several common characteristics such as no guarantee
of an end-to-end contemporaneous path between any source-destination pair, frequent dis-
connections, and long message delays. Traditional Internet protocols, which assume an
end-to-end connection and find the best available path from source to destination, cannot
work in such an environment. There is a need for a store-forward approach to achieve
eventual message delivery by making use of storage in mobile intermediate nodes [13].
Frequent disconnections happen for several reasons. Communications betweenmobile nodes
are disrupted due to the nodes moving out of range of each other. As nodes move during
transmission, obstructions caused by foreign objects may cause disruptions. When nodes
need to conserve power, they may voluntarily stop transmitting [10]. If connectivity is
lost during transmission, the message does not get transferred fully and retransmission is
required at a later time.
Long message delays occur due to propagation delay over great distances. Queueing delays
at intermediate nodes also contribute to message delays when the nodes are unable to
make contact with other nodes to forward the messages. The messages are stored in the
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node message buffers until they are dropped or forwarded, which may be a long time. By
contrast, DTN nodes operate in a hop-by-hop manner between two communicating nodes
with minimal or no round-trips between a source and destination, and acknowledgments
from the destination node are typically optional [10].
Nodes typically are power-constrained, and their memory and processing capabilities are
limited [12]. This can cause disconnections due to the nodes conserving power. Memory
also restricts the number of messages that can be stored in the buffers and messages are
dropped when the buffers are full. Processing power plays a part in computations in DTN
routing protocols that rely on network knowledge to make future routing decisions.
2.5 Interest in DTN
There have been several real-world implementations of DTN over the past years. It is
interesting and worthwhile to study real systems that have to deal with problems that occur
in the real world and may not have been considered in simulations.
2.5.1 Wildlife Tracking
ZebraNet is a wireless sensor network that was designed to track wildlife in Kenya using
custom tracking collars carried by the animals [14]. The collars can transmit and receive
location data, and the collated data is propagated to other animals when they come in range
of each other. The researchers drive a vehicle around the animals when they need to collect
the logged data. The vehicle functions as a ferry node while the animals are the message
sources and the researchers are the message destination. Although ZebraNet did not use the
term DTN to describe its network, it was one of the first real systems that was deployed to
study the characteristics of ad hoc sensor networks that require no infrastructure, but instead
rely on peer-to-peer transfers and ferry nodes for data propagation in a sparsely connected
environment.
2.5.2 Vehicular DTN
Vehicular Ad Hoc Networking (VANET) is an application of MANET in the domain of
vehicles, where mobile nodes are represented by vehicles. In contrast to the more random
movement of mobile devices in a MANET, vehicles in a VANET tend to move on defined
10
routes in fixed directions. VANET nodes generally move faster as well, thus demanding
a faster medium for rapid communications. In a sparse vehicular network, VANET us-
ing a store-carry-forward approach found in DTNs can improve communications between
vehicles. This new paradigm in vehicular networks is termed Vehicular Delay Tolerant
Networking [15].
In 2004, a bus-based DTN testbed named UMassDieselNet was deployed by the University
of Massachusetts at the UMass Amherst campus, comprising 30 buses that service an area
covering approximately 150 square miles [16]. Each bus was outfitted with GPS, wireless
transmitters, and receivers. Messages were generated from each bus at a rate of 2 to 18
per hour, with a random bus as the intended message recipient. When a bus encountered
another bus, messages could be transferred. The testbed was intended to validate simulation
results in an environment with random node mobility and sparse density, and was used in
the study of popular DTN routing protocols such as MaxProp [16] and RAPID [17].
2.5.3 Unmanned Systems
Rapid Environmental Picture (REP) is an annual exercise conducted off the Portuguese
islands of the Azores to demonstrate coordination among unmanned underwater, surface,
and air vehicles in a maritime environment [6]. During REP-12 in 2012, the UUVs and
USVs communicated via underwater acoustic modems running DTN protocols, while the
UAVs and USVs communicated via wireless communications running DTN protocols [6].
The DTN protocols enabled near real-time communication with the unmanned vehicles and
allowed a human operator to control the vehicle if desired [6]. A fleet of UUVs could be
tasked to survey the seafloor and send imagery data to a USV, where a remote operator
could then transmit new instructions to redirect UUVs as needed [6]. The purpose of REP is
to demonstrate state-of-the-art capabilities of heterogeneous unmanned systems to perform
maritime surveillance and disaster response using DTN technologies [6].
2.5.4 International Space Station
In 2010, the InteragencyOperationsAdvisoryGroup published a concept paper recommend-
ing the use of DTN protocols in space-based networks towards creating a fully operational
Solar System Internetwork. Since then, the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA) has conducted several missions with the help of DTN, such as the Deep Impact
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Networking experiment and the Earth ObservingMission 1 [18]. In 2016, DTNwent live on
the International Space Station (ISS), enabling the space station to be a node for automated
data collection, operational file transfers, and various mission support applications in the
space environment [19]. The ISS environment poses unique challenges such as satellite
coverage that may be predictable, but not continuous, and high latencies [18].
Since 2016, the ISS DTN architecture has continued to evolve to accommodate higher
bandwidth and storage demands, and the ISS remains an important testbed for researchers
to develop and validate operational concepts for future humanmissions in space [18]. NASA
plans to conduct research to address how to increase data rates further, build in redundancy
for multiple DTN gateways on the ISS, and provide support for cryptography in DTN [20].
DTN is expected to benefit future complex space missions that may include multiple relay
orbiters, landers, and spacecraft swarms on the Moon and Mars [21].
2.5.5 Disaster Recovery
There has been extensive research into the use of DTN for recovery efforts in the aftermath of
disaster scenarios. Network infrastructure is often destroyed by the disaster or overwhelmed
due to heavy use, causing a disrupted network [22]. The challenge lies in the unpredictability
of the impact of the disaster, such as the number of nodes, range of node movements, and
the number of casualties [22]. There could also be possible loss of power infrastructure and
electronic devices may be unable to recharge and hence constrained by power [22]. The use
of different routing protocols will result in different outcomes, with trade-offs among power
consumption, message delivery ratio, and overhead [22].
In 2012, DistressNet, a cloud-enabled DTN-based disaster response system, was deployed in
an exercise involving first responders [23]. The responders carried battery-powered COTS
devices that connected to DTN gateways distributed around the disaster area. Responders
accessed apps and shared data to a local cloud using their devices. Since then, there has been
active ongoing work on a new prototype DistressNet-NG with enhanced edge computing
capabilities for real-time video processing and augmented reality applications [24].
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2.5.6 Social Networks
In 2013, Apple introduced the MultipeerConnectivity framework, which is designed to
allow opportunistic ad hoc data transfer between devices in close proximity using Blue-
tooth or WiFi. The authors of [25] showcased a social DTN application, AlleyOop Social,
that allowed Apple iOS device users to interact with each other through messaging and
the capability to discover and add new contacts nearby, when network infrastructure is
unavailable. The app user does a one-time authentication during user sign-up and does not
require future Internet connectivity after that for messaging and getting updates from their
social contacts [25]. This minimal dependence on centralized infrastructure approach may
be useful for communications for friends or similar social groups who travel together to
areas with poor or no Internet connectivity.
2.5.7 Military Networks
Military networks are examples of challenged networks, as the military environment may
be hostile and disconnections happen frequently due to node movements, environmental
factors, and intentional jamming [12]. The authors of [26] built a proof-of-concept system
that enhances the US Marine Corps C2 On-the-move Network Digital Over-the-horizon
Relay (CONDOR) project with DTN technology. CONDOR is intended to provide over-
the-horizon bridging communications for Marine units that frequently move out of range of
their tactical radios [26]. The CONDOR Gateway is a vehicle with both radio and satellite
communications capabilities, and DTN software was installed on the onboard Cisco router,
enabling store-carry-forward capability [26]. Challenges remain, including the need to
create application-aware proxies that transform DTN bundle protocol to an application’s
native protocol, and end-to-end data encryption and authentication [26].
In 2013, the European Defense Agency established the Military Disruption Tolerant Net-
works project to study and demonstrate the use of DTN in military wireless communica-
tions [27]. As part of the project, a field test was conducted in Germany to evaluate the
project performance in a real environment. The test showcased the use of application proxies
as DTN gateways for email and Blue Force Tracking. The results were generally positive
in terms of delivery ratio, but message delays were significant and varied depending on the
radio transmission conditions [27].
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2.5.8 Future Applications
DTNrouting protocolswill benefit large-scale drone swarm telemetry networks,where tradi-
tional MANET routing protocols fail due to the number of nodes involved and the saturation
of bandwidth on communications channels from the large number of control messages [28].
Future mission tasking using drones are also likely to have swarms temporarily splitting
up and regrouping later, thus creating a disconnected, high delay environment that DTN is
suitable for.
DTN is also expected to enable Internet connectivity in remote regions in the world, where
there is almost no infrastructure and communication to the outside world is limited. Asmany
services can be done through the Internet, enabling access to these services can improve
the lives of people who live in remote and rural areas. However, it is usually economically
infeasible for network operators to build infrastructure in these regions due to low population
density, and the intended customers may not be able to afford to pay for regular Internet
access [29]. The use of DTN to provide last mile Internet access through opportunistic
contact can play a part in improving the standard of living for the underprivileged.
2.6 Routing Strategies
Routing strategies can be broadly classified as either flooding or forwarding strategies,
based on the primary technique used to find the message destination [30]. Two properties,
namely replication and knowledge, are used to determine if a strategy is flooding-based or
forwarding-based. Replication is the act of creating multiple message copies in order to
increase the chance that at least one copy will successfully find its way to the destination.
The intent of having multiple copies is generally to increase the message delivery ratio and
decrease the average latency. The trade-off for higher delivery probability is an increase in
network bandwidth utilization and storage resources, along with a higher message overhead
ratio. The case of just making a single copy of the message is known as forwarding and
creates no overhead. Nonetheless, this lack of redundancy implies that a single failure will
result in the loss of the message [30].
Knowledge of a network may inform a node to make optimal routing decisions during node
encounters. With zero knowledge, a node may simply replicate messages to contacts, or
make routing decisions based on pre-configured static rules. On the other hand, a node
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that has complete knowledge of the future schedules of every contact in the network can
forward messages very efficiently. It is possible to have a routing strategy that may require
no information in advance, but gradually learns about future contacts automatically. A
popular choice of knowledge is the node location, which can be assigned coordinates that
can have physical meaning such as GPS coordinates [30]. In geographic routing protocols,
each node maintains in its own table a historical record of the locations of all the nodes it has
encountered. When nodes encounter each other, they exchange and update the information
in their respective tables. There can, however, be faulty information due to GPS error [31]
and a fully knowledgeable protocol that works well in simulation may not work as well in
practice.
2.6.1 Flooding Strategy
Flooding strategies deliver multiple message copies to the contacts of a node, known
as relays [30]. Relays store messages that may be further replicated to other contacts or
delivered to the destination itself. Early work on DTN routing protocols generally falls into
this category as it does not require knowledge about the network. More recent advanced
flooding strategies, though,may employ some knowledge to improve their performance [30].
2.6.2 Forwarding Strategy
Forwarding strategies generally require some knowledge of the network to select the best
route, and a single message is sent along the selected route. This is a more traditional
approach to routing that is typically found on the Internet or wired networks, where end-to-
end paths exist. Knowledge such as coordinates of a node can help to estimate the distance
between a source and destination and assist in selecting the next hop from the source that is
closest to the destination. In general, message overhead is lower when compared to flooding
strategies, but the delivery ratio is lower as well [30].
2.7 Measures of Performance
Typical metrics for evaluating the performances of DTN routing protocol are message
delivery ratio, latency, and overhead ratio.
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2.7.1 Delivery Ratio
Delivery ratio is given by the ratio of the number of successfully delivered messages to the
number of generated messages [7]. A high delivery ratio is desirable, as it indicates a high
probability that generated messages will make it to their destination.
2.7.2 Latency
Latency, or message delay, is given by the time duration between the generation and success-
ful delivery of a message. A low latency is desirable, especially in time-critical applications.
Minimizing latency also implies that the amount of time a message occupies buffer space is
minimized, therefore freeing upmore space for other messages, and reducing the probability
of needing to drop messages from full buffers [30].
2.7.3 Overhead Ratio
Overhead ratio is given by the number of message copies to the number of messages.
Different routing protocols have different overhead ratios because they can either forward
a message or choose to make multiple copies of selected (or all) messages during node
contacts. A low overhead ratio is desirable as it indicates efficiency and low energy con-
sumption.
2.8 Routing Protocols
The various DTN routing protocols differ mainly in how much information they have
regarding the underlying network topology tomake forwarding decisions, and the replication
strategy on how they forward messages to encountered nodes. Other differences include
buffer management strategy and the use of acknowledgements (if any).
2.8.1 Epidemic
Epidemic [32] belongs to the class of flooding strategies and does not require information
about the network to make forwarding decisions. During a node encounter, Epidemic
generates copies of messages to be exchanged between both nodes. The goal of Epidemic
routing is to ensure eventual message delivery by maximizing message delivery rate, while
minimizing message latency [32]. Nevertheless, because of its message replication strategy,
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Epidemic routing can potentially create many messages, leading to high message overhead
and incurring a heavy load on the network. Many researchers have made efforts to improve
Epidemic routing to have less overhead and consume fewer resources [16], [33], [34].
While these modified proposals are more efficient than the original Epidemic, high message
overhead is still a trademark of the Epidemic routing protocol. Epidemic routing works well
in scenarios where the number of messages expected to be generated is low [30]; hence,
even with high message overhead, the costs on the network remain acceptable.
2.8.2 PRoPHET
PRoPHET [34] is a routing protocol that uses past node encounters to estimate the probability
of the same node delivering a message to a certain target in the future. Probabilistic Routing
Protocol using History of Encounters and Transitivity (PRoPHET) works on the assumption
that nodes, in general, do not move randomly, but instead in a non-random and somewhat
predictable fashion [34]. The goal of PRoPHET is to improve message delivery rate, while
keeping the overhead low, by selectively replicating messages only to nodes that have a
high probability of delivering the message to the intended target. PRoPHET routing can
be considered as a form of controlled flooding strategy. Each node a keeps track of a
probabilistic metric called delivery predictability %(0,1) for each known destination b. This
calculation is shown in Equation 2.1 where %8=8C ∈ [0, 1] is an initialization constant.
%(0,1) = %(0,1)>;3 + (1 − %(0,1)>;3) × %8=8C (2.1)
This is an indication of how likely the node a can deliver the message to the destination b.
During node encounters, these delivery predictabilities are exchanged and updated before
decisions are made whether to forward messages. The authors in [34] show that PRoPHET
performs better than Epidemic in scenarios where nodes do not move randomly, and has
performance equal to Epidemic in random node mobility scenarios. The tradeoff is that
each node has to maintain and update delivery predictability records for every other node.
Some issues were discovered in the original implementation of PRoPHET, such as the
delivery predictabilities being amplified too aggressively when certain nodes frequently
encounter each other in small clusters and when the frequency of encounters is not evenly
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spread over the entire network [35]. In our simulations, we use an improved version named
PRoPHETv2 which retains the original design of PRoPHET and has made modifications to
how probability calculations were done.
2.8.3 MaxProp
MaxProp [16] is a protocol that manages how messages should be transferred or deleted
based on calculated message priorities. MaxProp assumes a finite local buffer space for
storing messages; hence, there must be a selection process that decides which messages
to delete from its buffer when it becomes full. In addition, MaxProp incorporates several
complementary mechanisms to improve its management process. Firstly, MaxProp keeps
track of an estimate of delivery likelihood for each message in its buffer. When a message is
successfully delivered, an acknowledgement is propagated through the network. Nodes that
have the message copy in their buffers then know to remove it. Also, a new message with a
low hop count is assigned a higher priority than older messages to give it an initial boost to
propagate to several nodes, thus increasing its chances to reach the destination [16]. Older
messages with a high hop count are assigned a lower priority; since they have propagated
further in the network, they are more likely to have already been delivered, compared to a
newer message. Finally, MaxProp stores in each message, a list of nodes that the message
has previously traversed. When deciding whether to transfer a message, MaxProp checks
the list of nodes and makes sure that the message is not sent again to the same node [16].
When an encounter with another node occurs, messages that are ranked higher in terms of
delivery likelihood are the first to be transferred. When buffers are low on space, messages
that are ranked lower are the first to be deleted to make way for new messages. MaxProp
is flooding-based in nature, and hence it has many characteristics of a flooding protocol
such as high message delivery ratio, low latency, and high overhead and requires no prior
knowledge of the network. Yet, MaxProp is unique because it optimizes the order in which
messages are forwarded and deleted.
2.8.4 GAPR
GAPR [36] builds on the design features ofMaxProp by using delivery probabilities (denoted
by %) to decide whether a node should forward its messages to another node during an
encounter. It prioritizes forwarding messages with high % values for the encountered node
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and deletes messages based on lowest % values first when message buffers are full. In
addition, each node keeps track of historical location information for all other previously-
encountered nodes and exchanges this information with other encountered nodes. The
location information enables a node to be aware of topology changes in the network caused
by node movements. The ability to detect this “sudden” movement of nodes is key to
unlearning encounter probabilities when they are unlikely to be correct anymore.
We use a variation of GAPR called GAPR2 [37] in our simulations. GAPR2 improves on the
efficiency of the original GAPR and reduces message replication by considering not only
the node locations, but their direction of travel as well. An additional probability % 5 >A|0A3
is applied in series with the original % value, and is shown in Equation 2.2, where \ is the
smaller angle between the trajectories of the two nodes in contact.
% 5 >A|0A3 = sin(\) (2.2)
As observed from the equation, the probability of forwarding a message to another node is
highest if the nodes are traveling in orthogonal directions to each other. This is based on the
assumption that nodes traveling in orthogonal directions are more likely to encounter other
different nodes, thus having a higher chance of delivery probability than nodes which are
traveling in the same or opposite directions.
2.9 Impact of Network Attributes
There are a significant number of DTN routing protocols that have been proposed over the
years. All of them provide suitable solutions to very specific scenarios for which they were
designed [1]. We believe that it is useful to study the characteristics of a network if we need
to choose or customize a suitable routing protocol.
In a DTN, nodes rely on mobility to meet other nodes to exchange messages. Mobility
patterns matter as well as node speeds. Nodes that move speedily and in a wider area have
greater chances of encountering other nodes and consequently a higher chance of delivering
a message successfully to its destination. On the other hand, the contact time is also reduced
due to the nodes moving at high speeds. This constrains the number and size of the messages
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that can be transmitted in a single encounter.
A node with a high transmission range has a better chance of encountering other nodes, as
other nodes move into its transmission range more often, thus increasing message delivery
probability [7]. A high transmission range also tends to increase the contact time between
nodes, thus allowing more time for messages to be transmitted in a single encounter. The
trade-off is energy efficiency, as more power is needed to transmit at a greater range.
Nodes use buffers to store messages temporarily as part of the DTN store-carry-forward
approach. Buffer size limits the number and size of messages that can be stored in a node.
Nodes with limited buffers drop messages selectively when their buffers overflow [7].
Flooding protocols such as Epidemic often propagate many copies of the same message
throughout the network to achieve higher message delivery probability, which can quickly
fill up node buffers.
2.10 Simulators
It would be ideal to be able to evaluate DTN protocols on real DTN testbeds so that
we could present and analyze their real-life performance. Unfortunately, the high costs
and complexities of deploying such systems prevent us from doing so and most studies
are performed through simulations with various, sometimes unrealistic, assumptions [1].
Consequently, there is a need to find a suitable simulation tool to evaluate our DTN protocol.
2.10.1 Simulator Comparison
There are two popular open source simulators used widely in DTN research, namely the
ONE simulator and the ns-3 network simulator. Some studies have used other simulation
tools such as QualNet [38] for their own specialized needs. We do not consider creating our
own simulation tool and therefore limit this discussion to a brief comparative analysis of
DTN in the ONE and ns-3 simulators.
The ONE simulator is a discrete time simulator specifically designed to evaluate DTN
routing and application protocols in store-carry-forward networks. Its main functions are
modeling node movements, contacts, and message exchanges between nodes [8]. It abstracts
away the lower layers of the network stack, such as the physical and link layers, and simplifies
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assumptions, such as communication range being constant and not affected by environmental
conditions. As a result, new routing protocols are easier to implement and test but real-world
implementations may not perform the same [39].
The ns-3 is a discrete event network simulator that is capable of simulating the entire
network stack, and thus it is not restricted to just simulating DTN protocols. It is more
difficult to implement a new protocol in ns-3 because of the need to define the interactions
with the other layers of the network stack, but it allows researchers to study the effects of
the new protocol on the performance of the other network layers [39].
As our focus is on an initial performance analysis of our proposed DTN ferry routing
protocol, we feel it is unnecessary at this stage to introduce additional complexity by
implementing our protocol in ns-3. It is, however, beneficial for future work to study the
performance impact caused by underlying network layers.
2.10.2 The ONE Simulator Framework
The ONE simulator offers a framework for implementing routing and application protocols
and comes with several well-known routing protocols [8], some of which are used for
comparison with our protocol. Routing protocols determine how a node handles messages
when it encounters another node.
The ONE simulator includes several movement models that are used to determine node
movements. Nodes either move according to the selected movement model or follow a pre-
determined path. Event generators generate messages on a periodic basis. These messages
are always unicast, with a single source and destination [8]. Users may choose to modify
the existing routing models or movement protocols for their own needs.
Simulation results are collected and generated as event logs. The ONE simulator includes
post-processing tools that can further aggregate the data in these logs to present summary
statistics of the simulation results. Figure 2.1 shows the interactions among the movement
models, routing modules, event generators and visualization and results modules.
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Figure 2.1. Overview of the ONE Simulation Environment. Source: [8].
Scenarios comprise groups of nodes that are configured with different capabilities. Each
scenario has a configuration file that provides the parameters for modeling of node capabili-
ties such as node communication range, storage capacity, etc. and the number of groups and
nodes. Custom movement models and routing protocols are created through their respective
specialized modules. The default is to run the simulation in GUI mode, which is useful
for initial validation, especially when designing new scenarios, to check that the routing
protocol performs as intended or that the nodes move as intended. The GUI gives the user an
intuitive look at what is happening in the simulation through visualization at each simulation
step [8]. Figure 2.2 shows the GUI of the ONE simulator.
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Figure 2.2. Screenshot of the ONE Simulator GUI
The main window shows the node locations, with a circle around each node representing
the node transmission range. The simulation controls, including the simulation time and
play button, are above the main window. On the right of the main window is a list of nodes
that are in the simulation. Selecting a node from the list shows details of the node such as
the number of messages that it is carrying and the source and destination for each message.
Below the main window, the event log shows a running list of encounters and events such as
node contacts and message transfers that updates as the simulation runs. These events can be
filtered by the event log controls, which can be used to automatically pause the simulation
when a particular event type occurs.
The movement package contains movement models for nodes. The default models include
random movement and map-based constrained movement. The framework allows for the
creation of custommovement models and interfaces for loading external movement data [8].
Map-based movements constrain the node movements to specific points or paths defined in
Well-Known Text (WKT) files. WKT is a text format that can be used to describe vector
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geometry objects on a map, such as points, lines, and polygons in 2D geometric coordinates
(x,y) or 3D geometric coordinates (x,y,z). These paths are usually constructed to match bus
or train routes from the real world.
The routing package is implemented like the movement package. The framework allows for
the creation of custom routing protocols and includes ready implementation of popular DTN
protocols including Direct Delivery, First Contact, Spray-and-Wait, PRoPHET, MaxProp,
and Epidemic [8]. To evaluate a new routing protocol, a new routing module must be
added to the routing package. This routing module must define how the protocol handles
various message-related events such as when a message is created or sent, and actions that
should be taken when another node comes into or leaves the node’s transmission range. The
implementation of the routing module depends on the complexity of the routing protocol.
Protocols that need to maintain records of node encounters or gather knowledge about the
network will require more advanced implementation than simple flooding protocols that do
not rely on network knowledge.
Although we can see the log of simulation events on the GUI, report files are a more rigorous
way to visualize node relations and performance summaries. The results module contains
a statistics module that summarizes the simulation results in report files with statistics of
number ofmessages created, overall message delivery ratio, latency, and overhead ratio. Post
processing scripts that create graph files or animations from report files are also included.
2.11 Literature Review
In the course of our research, we examined a significant amount of work that has been done
and published in the area of DTN. We highlight some of the work that is closely related to
our study, including a discussion of their methodology and conclusions. We show that our
work builds on and expands the body of knowledge in this field.
Papers studying the use of message ferries in networks include [7], [40], [41]. In one of the
earliest papers, Zhao et al. described an approach that relies on special mobile nodes known
as message ferries to deliver data in MANETs [7]. As nodes in a MANET usually move
randomly, the main idea is to introduce non-randomness movement of message ferries to
deliver data [7]. Zhao et al. later introduced the same approach for DTNs and conducted
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a study using multiple ferries in a network with stationary nodes [40]. In such a network,
no end-to-end paths exist between the nodes and data can only be successfully delivered
using at least one ferry. Zhao et al. developed several algorithms that represent different
strategies for designing ferry routes and concluded that in general, multiple ferries that
travel on different routes achieved the best performance in terms of latency [40].
In [41], Xue et al. proposed an adaptive message ferry routing algorithm that dynamically
selects either a single ferry or multiple ferries depending on the levels of network traffic.
Xue et al. concluded that their algorithm achieves performance improvement in delivery
ratio and delay at the expense of increased energy consumption due to more knowledge
about the network being exchanged among the nodes.
Both [7] and [41] ran simulations of 20 to 40 nodes in an area of 5 km × 5 km. We conduct
simulations on various world sizes up to 300 km × 300 km to study the impact of node
density on routing protocol performance, as well as to simulate a more realistic sparse ocean
environment. Our scenarios include a baseline scenario with no ferry nodes, and scenarios
with one or more ferry nodes for comparison.
Several papers [6], [42] proposed the use of unmanned systems, which they termed data
mules, for communications in maritime environments. These unmanned systems can be
air, surface, or subsurface. Furthermore, in [42], Zolich et al. noted that MANETs may
not be entirely suitable for maritime environments because the characteristics of these
environments require additional considerations such as absence of contemporaneous end-
to-end paths that are more explicitly detailed in DTNs. In [6], McGillivary et al. described
the use of DTN technologies and heterogeneous unmanned systems as part of a global
initiative to deploy ocean observing systems to monitor ocean conditions. The authors
believed that the use of unmanned systems will be more cost effective than the use of
manned ships and aircraft for such systems that need to periodically sample the ocean
surface, subsurface, and atmosphere, and DTN is key to communications between the
systems in the communication-challenged maritime environment [6].
We agree that unmanned systems can relieve the human operator from manual tasks that
are repetitive and can automate tasks such as taking measurements at fixed intervals or
navigating a fixed set of waypoints. We specifically call out ocean logistics vessels that can
potentially act as message ferries or data mules while concurrently performing their primary
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logistics task of moving to resupply target ships.
Papers that we reviewed comparing DTN protocols in maritime environments include [38],
[43], [44]. Each paper typically describes very specific scenarios that are influenced by the
number of vessels in the area, vesselmobility patterns, andwireless transmission technology.
In [43], Radhika et al. proposed the use of DTN inMICRONet, an offshore maritime project
in India, to establish wireless communications between fishing vessels and from ship to
shore. The authors perform simulations in the ONE simulator, with varying node density
and buffer size, and compare the performances of several DTN routing protocols, with data
presentation shown with line graphs. They concluded that MaxProp performs best in their
simulated scenarios based on message delivery ratio and delay.
In [44], Lambrinos et al. performed simulations in the ONE simulator, with varying ge-
ographical sizes and wireless transmission ranges. The authors observed that none of the
default routing protocols in the ONE simulator presents an ideal solution for a maritime
DTN, as each has their own advantages and shortcomings. For example, Epidemic routing
performs well in regard to delivery ratio but suffers from high overhead. They concluded
that an optimal solution can be found only by considering the particular characteristics of
the application environment and making tweaks to existing DTN routing protocols based
on those considerations [44].
In [38], Lin et al. performed a study onTRITON, amaritime networking project in Singapore
and modeled the network parameters such as transmission reliability due to sea conditions
more realistically according to actual maritime environments. The authors chose a ship-
to-ship transmission range of 6.3 km based on a previous experiment done on Phuket
Island in 2008 [38]. They performed a simulation in QualNet that was able to accurately
simulate the maritime communication environment, including a terrain model according
to the characteristics of the Straits of Singapore. The authors compared regular routing
protocols, AODV and OLSR, and DTN routing protocols Epidemic and Spray-and-Wait.
As expected, when links are intermittent and there is difficulty in finding end-to-end paths,
the DTN routing protocols perform better than regular routing protocols [38].
In our work, we compare our ferry protocol to existing DTN routing protocols implemented
in the ONE simulator, with regards to performance metrics such as message delivery ratio,
delay, and overhead ratio as done in [43] and [44]. Learning from the conclusions of [44], we
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consider the presence of ferry nodes in a maritime environment and utilize control of their
non-random movements to improve performance metrics. We adapt the idea of modeling
simulations based on real-world measurements from [38], so that conclusions derived from
our simulation results are practical.
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This chapter describes the DMFR protocol in detail and its implementation in the ONE
simulator. We then design various scenarios and objectives and explain the simulation
settings that were used in each scenario.
3.1 DMFR Protocol
Our ferry protocolDMFR is a single-copy routing protocolwhere only one copy of amessage
exists in the network. It is amodification of theDirect Delivery and First Contact [13] routing
protocols. Both routing protocols are single-copy protocols, where there is always at most
one copy of a message in the network. In Direct Delivery, nodes carry messages and never
forward them until they meet the destination node. In First Contact, nodes forward messages
to the first node they encounter, hoping that the encountered node eventually makes it to the
destination. In DMFR, we direct the mobile ferry nodes to travel on specific paths to the
destination node. Non-ferry nodes either forward directly to the destination if encountered,
or forward any messages they are carrying to the first encountered ferry node, knowing
that the ferry node will eventually make direct contact with the destination sometime in the
future. The ferry node stores and carries all messages that are received and never forwards
them until it encounters the destination node.
In our design, we do not allow nodes to forward messages to other non-ferry or non-
destination nodes for several reasons. Firstly, overhead is incurred when a message is
forwarded.We do not know for certain whether a specific nodewill encounter the destination
sometime in the future, but we can be sure that the ferry node will. To keep the overhead
ratio low, messages are only forwarded to nodes that are certain to encounter the destination,
i.e., the ferry nodes. Secondly, in the real world, we may wish to keep our communications
secure and restricted to a few trusted parties. If messages are allowed to be relayed through
several intermediate nodes, as in the case for other routing protocols, a longer chain of trust
has to be established and may be more susceptible to security risks such as interception or
eavesdropping.
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With our design choice, messages are delivered using a maximum of two hops, one from
the node to the ferry and one from the ferry to the destination, thus lowering the message
overhead ratio. We consider DMFR a forwarding-based protocol that uses knowledge of
ferry nodes to minimize the message overhead and is not expected to have a high message
delivery ratio or low latency compared to flooding-based protocols. Without knowledge
of ferry nodes, flooding-based protocols replicate messages to both ferry nodes and other
nodes, creating unnecessary overhead, while protocols that perform selective replication
may not choose to forward messages to ferry nodes, potentially lowering the chance of
message delivery.
3.2 Protocol Implementation
DMFR inherits basic router functionality from the MessageRouter module such as simple
buffer management and callback event handlers for creating and sending of messages and
default actions when a new node leaves or comes into contact with the router [8]. It also
extends the abstract parent class ActiveRouter, which provides router functions that actively
check whether the node has any messages that are destined for contact nodes and deal
with successfully transferred or aborted messages [8]. DMFR inherits the FIFO buffer
management mechanisms from ActiveRouter, which drops the oldest message received if
the buffer is full. As our focus is on routing protocol performance, and less on message
transmission and buffer management strategy, we assume a large message buffer in our
simulation so that no messages will be dropped from the ferry due to buffer overflow. We
want to ensure that the message buffer size will not impact the performance metrics that we
are trying to measure, namely the delivery ratio, latency, and overhead ratio.
To implement the logic, the ferry nodes are given fixed and unique identifiers and each
node knows how to identify a ferry node from its identifier. The identifier of a ferry node
always starts with “f ” followed by a numeral. At every node encounter, a node first checks
whether it has encountered the destination node for any of the messages it is carrying. If it
has, then the messages intended for the destination node are forwarded. If the encountered
node is not the destination node, the node then checks whether the encountered node is a
ferry node, based on the node identifier. If it is a ferry node, then the node forwards all
the remaining messages in its buffers to the ferry node. Essentially, the node ignores all
non-destination and non-ferry nodes it encounters. The ferry node receives all messages
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from nodes it encounters, but never forwards any messages to any other nodes except for the
destination node. When it encounters the destination node, all the messages in its buffers
are forwarded and considered to be delivered successfully.
There can be many variations in the implementation of ferry routing protocols. For example,
ferry nodes can broadcast their routes periodically to nearby nodes. With knowledge about
the ferry nodes and their routes, nodes can adapt their movements to meet the ferry to further
improve message latency. This is discussed in future work.
3.3 Scenarios
We simulate four scenarios, namely the RandomMobility Scenario, Single Ferry Scenario,
Dual Ferry Scenario, andFour Ferry Scenario. The following sections describe each scenario
and its objectives and simulation settings.
3.3.1 Random Mobility Scenario
The Random Mobility Scenario is our base scenario that has a fixed number of nodes,
each representing a vessel in a maritime environment. In the scenario, the nodes use the
Random Waypoint mobility model. On initialization, nodes appear at random positions
within the scenario map. With the Random Waypoint mobility model, each node travels
from its position to a randomly selected point on the map. On reaching that point, another
point within the scenario map is randomly selected as the new destination and the node
moves there.
In this scenario, there are no ferry nodes. Nodes rely on one of the selected routing protocols
(Epidemic, MaxProp, PRoPHETv2, GAPR2) to try to deliver their messages to the destina-
tion node. The nodes are labeled p0 to p29, and the destination node is d30. The destination
node is stationary and placed at the center of the map. Figure 3.1 shows the scenario as set
up in the ONE simulator.
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Figure 3.1. Random Mobility Scenario in the ONE Simulator
The objective of the random mobility simulation is to show the performance of the various
protocols in situations where there is no prior knowledge of the network topology and the
movements of vessels are unpredictable. We understand that vessels do not move randomly
in the real world, but due to time constraints, we are unable to realistically plot individual
waypoints for each node to traverse over the simulated duration. An approach with more
realism is discussed in future work, where we suggest using movement patterns based on
real-world mobility data for each vessel.
A simulation of the scenario is run by defining the scenario parameters such as the size of the
scenario map, characteristics of the simulated nodes, and their capabilities. We attempt to
define the simulation settings based on real-world measurements from similar studies [44],
[45]. Simulation parameters are listed in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1. Simulation Settings for All Scenarios
Parameter Value
simulated duration 24 hrs
warmup time 1000 s
timestep resolution 0.1 s
number of runs 5
radio bandwidth 100 KBps
transmit range 4 km
buffer size 500 MB
number of random nodes 30
node speed 10 m/s
node pause time 0 s
message rate 1 generated per 120s
message size 500 KB
aging time for PRoPHET routers 120 s
world size
60 km × 60 km, 90 km × 90 km,
120 km × 120 km, 150 km × 150 km,





Nodesmove randomly at speeds of 10m/s,whichwe based on actual vessel speeds conducted
in a study of vessels’ daily working voyages in [45]. In the same study, 32 vessels set out
to sea daily, covering a sea area of about 10 km × 10 km. We vary the world size between
runs to study the impact of node density on the performance of the protocols. We perform
five rounds of simulation for each routing protocol per world size and simulation time is set
at 24 hours.
A message that is intended for the destination node is generated on a random node every
2 minutes with a fixed size of 500 KB. As the focus of our study is on routing protocol
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performance rather than buffer management, we assume a large buffer of 500 MB for each
node, which will hold up to about 1000 messages, to avoid loss of messages due to buffer
overflow. We use the characteristics of Low Power Wide Area (LPWA) technology, which
offers large area coverage for low power at the expense of low data rate, to model our choice
of communications between nodes. The transmit range and bandwidth in our simulation
is therefore based on state-of-the-art LPWA technology, which can offer data rates up to
10 Mbps at a range of 5 km for the Weightless-W implementation of LPWA [46]. In our
simulation, we choose a realistic average transmit range of 4 km and data rate of 100 KBps.
3.3.2 Single Ferry Scenario
The Single Ferry Scenario has the same characteristics as the Random Mobility Scenario,
with the addition of a ferry node that represents the unmanned logistics vessel.
The path of the ferry node f30 is shown, starting from a corner of the map and, using a
map-based movement model, travels to the destination node, to the other corner of the map
and continues to do so in a back-and-forth manner until the end of simulation. The path
is specified in a WKT file as a LINESTRING that connects one corner of the map to the
opposite corner, passing through the destination node in the center.
In this scenario, we evaluate the performance of our ferry protocol DMFR as well as the
routing protocols from the Random Mobility Scenario. The destination node d31 remains
stationary at the center of the map. Figure 3.2 shows the scenario as set up in the ONE
simulator.
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Figure 3.2. Single Ferry Scenario in the ONE Simulator
The objective of the single ferry simulation is to show the performance of the various
protocols in situations where there is now a single ferry node f30, whose movement is
predictable and is guaranteed to meet the destination node, even though the other nodes still
move randomly. Simulation parameters for the ferry node are listed in Table 3.2, with the
other simulation settings unchanged from the Random Mobility Scenario.
Table 3.2. Ferry Simulation Settings for All Scenarios
Parameter Value
message ferry buffer size 500 MB
ferry speed 10 m/s
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In our simulations, we map the characteristics of ferry nodes to USVs. The characteristics
of the ferry node are modeled after the state-of-the-art medium-sized USV that is capable
of a cruising speed of 16 knots (∼8.2 m/s) and a range of 4,500 nautical miles (8,334 km)
before refueling [47]. Since technology is expected to improve rapidly, we can realistically
assume that USVs in the future will be able to move faster and travel distances much further
than the specified ranges today. We assume a large message buffer of 500 MB for the ferry
node to be capable of storing all messages that it receives, without loss of messages.
3.3.3 Dual Ferry Scenario
The Dual Ferry Scenario adds an additional ferry node that travels inversely to the first ferry
node. When the first ferry node is at the corner of the map, the second ferry node is at the
destination node and vice versa. This staggered approach ensures the destination node never
encounters more than one ferry node at the same time. We feel this is a realistic simulation
of the real world, allowing the target ship to only be serviced by a single logistics vessel
conducting operations such as loading and unloading of cargo at any one time.
We design two different route paths for a ferry node to reach the destination node from the
corner of the map, instead of the same straight-line route used in the Single Ferry Scenario.
This ensures that the two ferries never meet each other, as it is unnecessary for them to
do so, and there is better ferry coverage of the area when they are spread apart. We note
that the tradeoff is that each ferry takes a longer route, and hence longer time, to reach the
destination node d32 from the corner of the map. Figure 3.3 shows the scenario as set up in
the ONE simulator.
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Figure 3.3. Dual Ferry Scenario in the ONE Simulator
Simulation parameters for the ferry nodes are unchanged from the Single Ferry Scenario,
except for the addition of another ferry node f31 and different ferry route paths. The objective
of this simulation is to show the performance of the various protocols where there are now
two cooperative ferry nodes working to deliver messages to the destination.
3.3.4 Four Ferry Scenario
The Four Ferry Scenario increases the number of ferry nodes to four. Each node moves
staggered apart and the nodes never meet one another. The route paths follow that of the
Dual Ferry Scenario. Figure 3.4 shows the scenario as set up in the ONE simulator.
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Figure 3.4. Four Ferry Scenario in the ONE Simulator
Simulation parameters remain unchanged from the Dual Ferry Scenario, except for the
addition of two more ferry nodes f32 and f33. The destination node d34 remains in the
center. The objective of this simulation is to study the impact on performance of the routing




This chapter is divided into sections based on the different scenarios that were simulated.
Each section presents the results data with graphs and compares the performance of routing
protocols with regard to delivery ratio, latency, and overhead ratio. A short analysis follows
each data presentation.
4.1 Random Mobility Scenario
We first show the results of the Random Mobility Scenario simulation. Each data point in
the following graphs represents the average of five simulation runs, each with a different
random seed that affects the initial node positions and traveling directions. The error bars in
the graphs represent 95% confidence intervals. A total of 120 simulation runs were done for
the different routing protocols and world sizes. Figures 4.1a through 4.1c show the impact
of varying world size on the performance metrics for the different routing protocols.
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(a) Delivery Ratio vs. Node Density
(b) Latency vs. Node Density
(c) Overhead Ratio vs. Node Density
Figure 4.1. Random Mobility Scenario Simulation Results with 95% Con-
dence Intervals
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4.1.1 Impact of Node Density
We vary the world size from 300 km × 300 km to 60 km × 60 km. The number of nodes
is kept constant at 30. This translates to a node density ranging from 0.33 to 8.33 in terms
of nodes per 1000 km2. As node density increases, nodes encounter one another more
frequently and we expect the performance metrics to be affected accordingly.
4.1.2 Analysis of Delivery Ratio
Figure 4.1a shows the message delivery ratio of the routing protocols as we vary the node
density. We observe that all protocols are capable of a delivery ratio of near 0.9 or higher
when node density approaches 9.0, which indicates that about 90% of messages can be
delivered successfully in a world size of less than 60 km × 60 km. From our output data, we
see that MaxProp and Epidemic take on average three hops for a message to be successfully
delivered in a dense environment, while PRoPHETv2 and GAPR2 take on average two hops.
As node density decreases, hop count decreases as well, indicating that more messages get
delivered directly to the destination, or go through a lesser number of intermediate nodes.
We see that MaxProp and Epidemic perform well, with MaxProp performing slightly better
when the node density is less than 4.0. We believe that this is mainly because both pro-
tocols are flooding-based, with MaxProp having a better buffer management strategy than
Epidemic, whereas GAPR2 performs selective replication of messages based on estimated
probability of the messages reaching their intended destination. In a scenario where nodes
move randomly with no discernible patterns, we expect flooding-based protocols to outper-
form other protocols in terms of delivery ratio, at the cost of increased overhead which we
analyze in 4.1.4.
4.1.3 Analysis of Latency
Figure 4.1b shows the message latency of the routing protocols as we vary the node density.
We observe that in the best case scenario (running MaxProp as the routing protocol), the
average time it takes for a message to be delivered successfully is about 2,500 seconds
(∼40 minutes). In a world size of 300 km × 300 km, all protocols have almost the same
performance, taking on average about 29,000 seconds (∼8 hours) to deliver a message
successfully. We see that MaxProp and Epidemic perform well, with almost similar perfor-
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mance across all the world sizes. We believe that this is due to the flooding-based nature
of both protocols which attempts to propagate as many messages as possible during node
encounters, ensuring that if a message does make it to the destination, it will have taken the
least possible time to do so.
4.1.4 Analysis of Overhead Ratio
Figure 4.1c shows the message overhead ratio of the routing protocols as we vary the node
density. We see that Epidemic has the highest overhead, due to its uncontrolled replication
of messages during encounters. Even though MaxProp is also a flooding-based protocol, it
has about 30% less overhead than Epidemic. We believe that this is due to an optimization
of MaxProp that keeps track of the history of nodes that each message has traversed, and
thus it keeps the overhead low by not sending a message to the same node again. We observe
that GAPR2 has a far lower overhead ratio. This is due to GAPR2 being more selective
in deciding when to forward messages, such as utilizing geolocation and considering the
direction of travel.
4.2 Single Ferry Scenario
In this scenario, five simulation runs were done for each protocol and for each world size,
resulting in a total of 150 simulation runs and the results are aggregated. Figures 4.2a
through 4.2c show the impact of varying world size on the performance metrics for the
different routing protocols.
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(a) Delivery Ratio vs. Node Density
(b) Latency vs. Node Density
(c) Overhead Ratio vs. Node Density
Figure 4.2. Single Ferry Scenario Simulation Results with 95% Condence
Intervals
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4.2.1 Analysis of Delivery Ratio
Figure 4.2a shows the message delivery ratio of the routing protocols as we vary the node
density. DMFR has the lowest delivery ratio, which is to be expected. This is because
a message can only be delivered via the ferry node, or through direct contact with the
destination. Thus, DMFR imposes a stricter restriction on message delivery methods than
the other routing protocols. DMFR can achieve a delivery ratio of 0.85 when node density
approaches 9.0, while its delivery ratio is only about 0.1 when node density is about 0.3 in
a world size of 300 km × 300 km.
The other routing protocols perform almost identically to the Random Mobility Scenario,
indicating that the addition of a single ferry node did not impact much on the delivery
ratio. This also means that the ferry node is responsible for very few of the messages being
delivered in this scenario.
4.2.2 Analysis of Latency
Figure 4.2b shows the message latency of the routing protocols as we vary the node density.
We observe that DMFR has a high latency and performs worse than the other routing
protocols when node density is greater than 3.0. Yet, it performs similar to the other routing
protocols when node density is less than 1.0. This may be due to the fact that the ferry node
plays a more important role in delivering messages in a sparse environment because it is
guaranteed to meet the destination node, while the other random nodes have a lower chance
of contacting the destination node directly and thus may have to store the messages in their
buffers for a longer period of time.
4.2.3 Analysis of Overhead Ratio
Figure 4.2c shows the message overhead ratio of the routing protocols as we vary the node
density. Due to the restrictive nature of DMFR, where messages are only forwarded to the
ferry node or the destination node, and never to other random nodes, DMFR incurs the
lowest overhead ratio among all the routing protocols.
We observe that other routing protocols have an increased overhead ratio compared to
the Random Mobility Scenario when node density is less than 1.0. This indicates that the
ferry node contributed to the additional overhead costs due to extra message copies being
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forwarded to it, as well as forwarded by it. Nonetheless, as the delivery ratio and latency did
not improve significantly, we believe that most messages did not need to rely on the ferry
node to be delivered.
4.3 Dual Ferry Scenario
Similar to the Single Ferry Scenario, five simulation runs were done for each protocol and
for each world size, resulting in a total of 150 simulation runs and the results are aggregated.
Figures 4.3a through 4.3c show the impact of varying world size on the performance metrics
for the different routing protocols.
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(a) Delivery Ratio vs. Node Density
(b) Latency vs. Node Density
(c) Overhead Ratio vs. Node Density
Figure 4.3. Dual Ferry Scenario Simulation Results with 95% Condence
Intervals
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4.3.1 Analysis of Delivery Ratio
Figure 4.3a shows the message delivery ratio of the routing protocols as we vary the node
density. In this scenario, where the number of ferries is doubled compared to the Single
Ferry Scenario, DMFR has an improved delivery ratio that tracks closely to GAPR2 in all
world sizes. The other routing protocols perform almost identically to previous scenarios
and do not see their delivery ratios impacted much by the presence of two ferries.
4.3.2 Analysis of Latency
Figure 4.3b shows the message latency of the routing protocols as we vary the node density.
Similar to the Single Ferry Scenario, DMFR performs worse than other routing protocols
when node density is high. When node density is less than 1.0, DMFR does not perform
worse than other routing protocols. This is again due to the random nodes having a low
chance of encountering the destination node in a sparse environment, and thus they have to
carry the messages in their buffers for a longer period of time.
4.3.3 Analysis of Overhead Ratio
Figure 4.3c shows the message overhead ratio of the routing protocols as we vary the node
density. We observe that in general, as node density decreases, the overhead ratio decreases
for all routing protocols. This is probably due to a smaller number of node encounters. As
node density decreases below 1.0 though, the overhead ratio for non flooding-based routing
protocols increases, but not significantly. This could be due to the ferry nodes that incur
additional overhead costs, when the non flooding-based routing protocols decide to forward
messages to them.
4.4 Four Ferry Scenario
Similar to the previous ferry scenarios, five simulation runs were done for each protocol and
for each world size, resulting in a total of 150 simulation runs and the results are aggregated.
Figures 4.4a through 4.4c show the impact of varying world size on the performance metrics
for the different routing protocols.
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(a) Delivery Ratio vs. Node Density
(b) Latency vs. Node Density
(c) Overhead Ratio vs. Node Density
Figure 4.4. Four Ferry Scenario Simulation Results with 95% Condence
Intervals
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4.4.1 Analysis of Delivery Ratio
Figure 4.4a shows the message delivery ratio of the routing protocols as we vary the node
density. In this scenario, the number of ferries is again doubled to four. We see a significant
increase in the delivery ratio for DMFR across most world sizes. We observe that below a
node density of 1.0, the delivery ratio does not decrease as much for each routing protocol
compared to previous scenarios. As a result, all routing protocols have a higher delivery
ratio compared to previous scenarios for a world size of 300 km × 300 km. We believe that
the number of ferry nodes is an important factor as the environment becomes sparser, as
much of the message delivery to the destination will rely on the ferry nodes.
4.4.2 Analysis of Latency
Figure 4.4b shows the message latency of the routing protocols as we vary the node density.
We do not note any significant impact on latency from having more ferries. We believe
that this is because when node density is high, there is no need to rely solely on ferry
nodes to deliver messages as the other random nodes have a high chance of encountering
the destination node as well. When node density is low, the ferry nodes may play a more
important role in delivering the messages to the destination, as they are guaranteed to meet
the destination node at a future time. Yet, they may still need to travel a great distance before
encountering the destination node and that contributes to the latency of the messages.
4.4.3 Analysis of Overhead Ratio
Figure 4.4c shows the message overhead ratio of the routing protocols as we vary the
node density. We observe that the routing protocols perform almost identically to previous
scenarios, except that the overhead ratios for Epidemic, PRoPHETv2, andMaxProp decrease
significantly for a world size of 300 km × 300 km. We believe that this is due to more
successful message delivery by the four ferry nodes, and fewer message copies being
generated in a sparse environment where node contacts are infrequent.
4.4.4 Impact of Number of Ferries
Having simulated the different scenarios where there were zero, one, two, and four ferry
nodes present, we conclude our analysis with a study on the impact of the number of ferries
on the various performance metrics. Figures 4.5 through 4.7 show the bar charts for delivery
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ratio, latency, and overhead ratio in world sizes of 60 km × 60 km and 300 km × 300 km
to illustrate the impact of number of ferries on performance metrics in a dense and sparse
environment, respectively.
(a) Delivery Ratio in World Size 60 km × 60 km (Dense Environment)
(b) Delivery Ratio in World Size 300 km × 300 km (Sparse Environment)
Figure 4.5. Comparison of Delivery Ratio in Dierent World Sizes
Figure 4.5 shows the message delivery ratio of the routing protocols as we increase the
number of ferries in a dense and sparse environment. In a dense environment, increasing
the number of ferries does not seem to significantly affect the delivery ratio for all routing
protocols except for DMFR. This is because DMFR solely relies on ferry nodes and direct
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contact with the destination node to deliver messages. For other routing protocols, in a dense
environment, random nodes are likely to encounter the destination node without relying on
ferry nodes to deliver messages, hence the number of ferry nodes may not matter much.
In contrast, in a sparse environment, using four ferries improves the delivery ratio signifi-
cantly for all routing protocols. This is because in a sparse environment, random nodes are
less likely to encounter the destination directly, and successful message delivery depends
increasingly on the ferry nodes which are guaranteed to encounter the destination node
sometime in the future.
(a) Latency in World Size 60 km × 60 km (Dense Environment)
(b) Latency in World Size 300 km × 300 km (Sparse Environment)
Figure 4.6. Comparison of Latency in Dierent World Sizes
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Figure 4.6 shows the message latency of the routing protocols as we increase the number of
ferries in a dense and sparse environment. In a dense environment, increasing the number
of ferries does not seem to significantly affect the latency for all the routing protocols except
DMFR because, similar to delivery ratio, random nodes are likely to deliver messages
directly to the destination node without relying on ferry nodes. DMFR relies more on ferry
nodes for message delivery, and hence, we see significant decrease in latency as the number
of ferries increases from one to four.
In a sparse environment, we observe that latency is higher when there are two or more ferries
compared to just a single ferry. This is because we have designed the routes for multiple
ferries to not encounter each other as they travel to the destination node. This provides better
coverage as the ferry routes are spread further from each other, but it also results in a longer
distance for each ferry to reach the destination; hence, the latency is higher than the single
ferry route.
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(a) Overhead Ratio in World Size 60 km × 60 km (Dense Environment)
(b) Overhead Ratio in World Size 300 km × 300 km (Sparse Environment)
Figure 4.7. Comparison of Overhead Ratio in Dierent World Sizes
Figure 4.7 shows the message overhead ratio of the routing protocols as we increase the
number of ferries in a dense and sparse environment. As the number of ferry nodes increases,
the total number of nodes increases, which means nodes encounter one another more
frequently, particularly in a dense environment, and we expect overhead ratio to increase as
well.
In a sparse environment, encounters between nodes are infrequent and increasing the number
of ferry nodes does not necessarily translate to higher overhead. We observe that overhead
ratios decrease for Epidemic, PRoPHETv2, andMaxProp as the number of ferries increases.
We believe that this is due to more messages being delivered by the ferry nodes than by
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random nodes, and fewer message copies being generated due to infrequent node contacts.
DMFR is the only routing protocol that registers an increase in overhead ratio as the number
of ferries increases. This is expected as overhead is incurred when messages are forwarded
to non-destination nodes and ferry nodes are the only such nodes in DMFR. An increase in
ferry nodes will result in a higher overhead ratio. We also observe that GAPR2 maintains
almost the same overhead ratio regardless of number of ferries in both dense and sparse
environments. We believe that this is due to the selective message replication of GAPR2
when deciding whether to forward messages.
4.4.5 Analysis of Protocol Efficacy
As some protocols are explicitly designed to maximize delivery ratio while others are
designed for low overhead ratio, we feel that there is a need to combine both metrics into
a single one that captures both goals of having a high delivery ratio and a low overhead
ratio. This would allow us to compare the routing protocols in a more meaningful way that
takes into consideration real-world power constraints while trying to achieve high delivery
probability. Such a metric has been proposed in [48], and is known as protocol efficacy,




(a) Protocol Ecacy in World Size 60 km × 60 km (Dense Environment)
(b) Protocol Ecacy in World Size 300 km × 300 km (Sparse Environment)
Figure 4.8. Comparison of Protocol Ecacy in Dierent World Sizes
Figure 4.8 shows the protocol efficacy of the routing protocols as we increase the number of
ferries in a dense and sparse environment. In a dense environment, increasing the number of
ferries does not seem to significantly affect the protocol efficacy for all the routing protocols
except DMFR. For DMFR, an increase in number of ferries leads to a decrease in protocol
efficacy, indicating that there was an increase in overhead costs without a corresponding
increase in delivery ratio. This is likely due to random nodes having a high chance of
encountering the destination directly for message delivery, and it is unnecessary to have
more ferry nodes. On the contrary, we do not see the same effect in a sparse environment,
where ferry nodes play a more important role in message delivery, and delivery ratio
increases correspondingly with overhead.
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In this thesis, we present the possibility of using unmanned logistics vessels as DTN ferry
nodes to provide communications in a maritime environment. We compare the performance
of our ferry protocol DMFR against popular DTN routing protocols in various simulated
scenarios that mirror real-world measurements. Our simulation results inform the expected
performance of DMFR in a sparsely-connected maritime environment and the consequent
tradeoffs.
5.1 Summary Findings
DMFR significantly reduces message overhead at the cost of decreased delivery ratio and
increased message latency. In a sparse environment where there are 30 vessels moving in
a 300 km × 300 km area and only a single ferry, the delivery ratio may be only 10% of
all generated messages. If there are four ferries, the delivery ratio may improve to about
20%. In such an environment, the expected message latency is about 8 to 9 hours. The
tradeoff is the extremely low overhead ratio, which is about five times lower than GAPR2
and about ten times lower than the other routing protocols. In terms of protocol efficacy,
which is a measure of delivery ratio per overhead costs, DMFR performs extremely well.
We also observe that more than other routing protocols, DMFR benefits from an increase in
the number of ferries, due to its use of knowledge of ferry nodes to make routing decisions.
We believe that DMFR can be a suitable protocol for maritime networks that are power-
constrained and where delivery of messages is not time-critical nor mission-critical. An
example of such networks are ocean observing systems where data about ocean conditions
is regularly measured and collected for research purposes. In such cases, a low overhead
ratio that translates to reduced power used for message transmission, with a corresponding
reduced need for power replenishment, may be more important than the timeliness and
availability of data. If a high delivery ratio is more desirable than a low overhead ratio, then
MaxProp may be a more suitable routing protocol, having a delivery ratio of twice that of
DMFR with about ten times more overhead.
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5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
The field of DTN research remains very much active. We highlight some suggestions for
future work that can use this thesis as a starting point.
Firstly, we understand that the nodes moving randomly in our scenarios may not reflect
accurately the mobility patterns of vessels in the real world. A more realistic study may be
done by using data from an Automatic Identification System that stores the location and
mobility information of marine vessels in a specific region such as the Mediterranean Sea
in [44]. Future work can include mapping of selected vessel routes in a region of interest to
WKT files that dictate movement paths for each non-ferry node in the ONE simulator.
We believe that the scenarios can be modified to improve the performance of DMFR by
increasing node awareness such that nodes, instead of moving randomly, alter their paths
to meet the ferry nodes. This modification is suggested because the ferry nodes travel on
predetermined routes and it would be trivial to determine the future location of a ferry node
at a certain time. Although this change would increase the processing power needed at the
nodes, overall routing performance will likely improve as delivery probability increases and
message latency decreases.
In this research, we use the ONE simulator for an initial performance analysis of DMFR.
As the ONE simulator abstracts away the lower network layers, such as link layer overhead,
the results may not reflect actual protocol performance in the real world. A more realistic
simulation may be done in ns-3, where the entire network stack is simulated. This may
be important for over-the-sea communications, where there is constant fluctuation in the
wireless channel due to refraction of wave propagation and evaporation duct effects that are
unique to the marine environment.
Finally, we believe that a similar performance study can be done by using real-world
measurements of unmanned underwater vessels, which would inform the possibility of
using unmanned underwater vessels as DTN ferry nodes to provide communications in an
underwater maritime environment. The simulation parameters can be largely reused, with
changes made only to radio bandwidth, transmit range, and ferry speed to account for the
slower-moving underwater vessels using acoustic communication. Such a study will benefit
the implementation of underwater ocean observing systems.
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APPENDIX A:
Random Mobility Scenario Aggregate Data
This appendix contains the means and confidence intervals of the performance metrics for
the Random Mobility Scenario simulation.
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Graph 1, Delivery Ratio vs. Node Density
World Size 60km × 60km 90km × 90km 120km × 120km 150km × 150km 200km × 200km 300km × 300km
Epidemic Delivery Ratio 0.95056 0.91582 0.8339 0.71056 0.55142 0.21224
95% CI 0.011501 0.033283 0.025713 0.039746 0.069319 0.059556
PRoPHETv2 Delivery Ratio 0.9339 0.82334 0.74694 0.60084 0.44084 0.19528
95% CI 0.012862 0.052662 0.04116 0.053704 0.097918 0.066888
MaxProp Delivery Ratio 0.9514 0.91526 0.86916 0.77752 0.5986 0.22112
95% CI 0.01182 0.032679 0.026955 0.047924 0.059814 0.064709
GAPR2 Delivery Ratio 0.87668 0.71334 0.59276 0.46806 0.29806 0.12586
95% CI 0.011479 0.042063 0.044268 0.044429 0.061123 0.047488
Graph 2, Latency vs. Node Density
World Size 60km × 60km 90km × 90km 120km × 120km 150km × 150km 200km × 200km 300km × 300km
Epidemic Latency 3046.145 6901.971 12088.8 16915.88 27235.83 31837.67
95% CI 117.7815 339.8311 939.7818 1010.871 2124.937 4774.323
PRoPHETv2 Latency 5174.526 10513.355 16533.642 20449.848 25943.731 30261.71
95% CI 387.755 480.556 1360.959 1398.955 3391.961 4661.725
MaxProp Latency 2982.393 6756.15 11215.206 16048.701 25958.668 31403.54
95% CI 139.7767 276.0923 872.8191 1312.219 2412.732 4639.165
GAPR2 Latency 8794.546 16369.49 20813.27 24455.83 27622.15 28248.06
95% CI 486.8601 977.0921 1321.196 1915.938 4421.845 6077.149
Graph 3, Overhead Ratio vs. Node Density
World Size 60km × 60km 90km × 90km 120km × 120km 150km × 150km 200km × 200km 300km × 300km
Epidemic Overhead Ratio 28.9432 28.59814 26.99098 23.5169 17.73098 20.8823
95% CI 0.222847 0.701879 0.973958 0.893525 2.798666 9.293482
PRoPHETv2 Overhead Ratio 22.31564 19.43588 15.32432 12.93912 11.7536 16.13902
95% CI 0.607707 1.445134 1.251 0.729012 1.985874 4.102991
MaxProp Overhead Ratio 20.17312 19.1346 16.8452 15.3728 13.7019 19.58504
95% CI 0.68051 0.785283 0.73251 0.986484 1.759566 9.32654
GAPR2 Overhead Ratio 3.76702 3.4379 3.01884 2.8602 2.48088 4.5739
95% CI 0.600064 0.935914 0.724467 0.731189 0.860613 1.813988
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APPENDIX B:
Single Ferry Scenario Aggregate Data
This appendix contains the means and confidence intervals of the performance metrics for
the Single Ferry Scenario simulation.
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Graph 1, Delivery Ratio vs. Node Density
World Size 60 km × 60 km 90 km × 90 km 120 km × 120 km 150 km × 150 km 200 km × 200 km 300 km × 300 km
Epidemic Delivery Ratio 0.96334 0.90804 0.82526 0.7711 0.462206 0.21612
95% CI 0.008378 0.011756 0.015383 0.028761 0.086607 0.081873
PRoPHETv2 Delivery Ratio 0.93554 0.85278 0.76332 0.6736 0.36748 0.17252
95% CI 0.009679 0.012989 0.020375 0.089446 0.114304 0.07817
MaxProp Delivery Ratio 0.96446 0.91334 0.84694 0.81418 0.49918 0.22002
95% CI 0.009191 0.009761 0.022947 0.026006 0.097812 0.084143
GAPR2 Delivery Ratio 0.89666 0.73138 0.5672 0.40638 0.2214 0.120006
95% CI 0.015145 0.038625 0.037862 0.045048 0.043238 0.044924
DMFR Delivery Ratio 0.85804 0.6664 0.51444 0.35944 0.21084 0.10306
95% CI 0.008746 0.04775 0.032099 0.046537 0.054075 0.034941
Graph 2, Latency vs. Node Density
World Size 60 km × 60 km 90 km × 90 km 120 km × 120 km 150 km × 150 km 200 km × 200 km 300 km × 300 km
Epidemic Latency 2960.747 6789.539 12032.35 18363.9 24586.38 31932.99
95% CI 156.9986 498.1175 910.5402 1199.669 2979.213 5026.955
PRoPHETv2 Latency 5005.147 10137.89 16286.13 22107.48 26985.23 29706.92
95% CI 98.10317 469.605 1460.312 2424.337 3046.387 4683.912
MaxProp Latency 2902.535 6591.724 11272.91 17111.78 24286.24 31554.39
95% CI 135.4499 438.095 635.2187 1295.015 2599.696 4627.388
GAPR2 Latency 8998.079 17150.88 24145.39 26856.33 24441.08 30572.48
95% CI 474.7604 1546.076 1809.275 2267.167 3829.543 4373.246
DMFR Latency 11829.06 18137.46 24007.13 24769.75 25289.1 28319.06
95% CI 449.4653 764.3884 1751.743 3176.97 2189.949 4115.34
Graph 3, Overhead Ratio vs. Node Density
World Size 60 km × 60 km 90 km × 90 km 120 km × 120 km 150 km × 150 km 200 km × 200 km 300 km × 300 km
Epidemic Overhead Ratio 29.61132 29.37434 27.9385 22.86728 23.48664 33.06014
95% CI 0.289049 0.136747 0.614844 0.781742 5.590107 26.94107
PRoPHETv2 Overhead Ratio 23.15586 20.16648 15.52938 12.86866 16.09148 29.29656
95% CI 0.860418 0.727844 0.873301 1.437459 6.237073 25.73942
MaxProp Overhead Ratio 20.9807 19.75474 18.35718 16.37588 18.40532 31.7674
95% CI 0.484273 1.186079 0.995626 1.398816 4.954943 26.92551
GAPR2 Overhead Ratio 3.9304 3.42326 3.31936 2.72556 3.6377 5.65047
95% CI 0.552956 0.764247 0.798597 0.523691 1.102736 1.765003
DMFR Overhead Ratio 0.342 0.42508 0.37422 0.34962 0.46276 0.38762
95% CI 0.044028 0.087505 0.07113 0.042935 0.097616 0.218208
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APPENDIX C:
Dual Ferry Scenario Aggregate Data
This appendix contains the means and confidence intervals of the performance metrics for
the Dual Ferry Scenario simulation.
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Graph 1, Delivery Ratio vs. Node Density
World Size 60 km × 60 km 90 km × 90 km 120 km × 120 km 150 km × 150 km 200 km × 200 km 300 km × 300 km
Epidemic Delivery Ratio 0.96222 0.9261 0.86 0.75028 0.57056 0.25946
95% CI 0.002111 0.008765 0.022942 0.032672 0.039701 0.095468
PRoPHETv2 Delivery Ratio 0.93862 0.88444 0.7789 0.66 0.47108 0.21554
95% CI 0.009887 0.013301 0.034988 0.022191 0.057951 0.092668
MaxProp Delivery Ratio 0.96388 0.93166 0.88362 0.81836 0.62056 0.26278
95% CI 0.003173 0.011089 0.027277 0.02119 0.064028 0.099366
GAPR2 Delivery Ratio 0.87276 0.74724 0.6175 0.44502 0.31748 0.11138
95% CI 0.011144 0.040114 0.022354 0.035952 0.031948 0.052035
DMFR Delivery Ratio 0.8775 0.76222 0.57972 0.42638 0.26722 0.09058
95% CI 0.015228 0.01121 0.023731 0.02135 0.030677 0.027698
Graph 2, Latency vs. Node Density
World Size 60 km × 60 km 90 km × 90 km 120 km × 120 km 150 km × 150 km 200 km × 200 km 300 km × 300 km
Epidemic Latency 2795.999 6520.178 11278.32 17442.94 27085.1 34798.27
95% CI 69.23923 269.6463 1002.764 1817.398 3860.512 2019.904
PRoPHETv2 Latency 4420.392 9831.524 15256.63 21032.51 28184.95 33135.75
95% CI 170.0553 373.2462 880.8002 2976.964 4302.616 4389.166
MaxProp Latency 2709.326 6281.962 10638.89 16285.42 26506.61 34816.29
95% CI 55.86143 244.6553 1019.461 1638.085 3451.507 1994.537
GAPR2 Latency 8320.208 15688.22 22467.47 25881.51 30422.84 32523.38
95% CI 435.0197 1034.142 2184.937 3804.299 2670.3 4602.403
DMFR Latency 9384.566 17483.86 22689.09 25833.48 28500.93 29485.75
95% CI 275.4572 1427.764 1276.991 2132.927 3170.984 3689.234
Graph 3, Overhead Ratio vs. Node Density
World Size 60 km × 60 km 90 km × 90 km 120 km × 120 km 150 km × 150 km 200 km × 200 km 300 km × 300 km
Epidemic Overhead Ratio 30.5792 30.01742 28.4236 28.00668 19.3531 15.61824
95% CI 0.227116 0.412634 1.345032 2.882666 1.680319 3.476208
PRoPHETv2 Overhead Ratio 24.29856 20.3981 17.21572 14.99522 12.2705 12.81908
95% CI 0.252474 1.014188 1.760789 1.09217 1.432022 3.340062
MaxProp Overhead Ratio 20.8696 19.06064 18.11366 17.3556 15.0144 14.6189
95% CI 0.361088 1.008442 0.848767 0.854169 1.139244 3.892694
GAPR2 Overhead Ratio 3.56346 3.72132 3.28138 3.08468 2.76218 5.72914
95% CI 0.328257 0.957444 0.673602 0.512569 0.494048 2.745851
DMFR Overhead Ratio 0.53328 0.5515 0.55238 0.56868 0.58846 0.97716
95% CI 0.016871 0.054444 0.06852 0.119851 0.092297 0.401382
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APPENDIX D:
Four Ferry Scenario Aggregate Data
This appendix contains the means and confidence intervals of the performance metrics for
the Four Ferry Scenario simulation.
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Graph 1, Delivery Ratio vs. Node Density
World Size 60 km × 60 km 90 km × 90 km 120 km × 120 km 150 km × 150 km 200 km × 200 km 300 km × 300 km
Epidemic Delivery Ratio 0.96388 0.9025 0.8736 0.72 0.56694 0.35918
95% CI 0.008751 0.017955 0.029118 0.033022 0.057443 0.056695
PRoPHETv2 Delivery Ratio 0.9475 0.87084 0.80498 0.66972 0.55138 0.33694
95% CI 0.008765 0.015669 0.039672 0.032183 0.053099 0.053232
MaxProp Delivery Ratio 0.96416 0.90528 0.88362 0.77138 0.63418 0.37696
95% CI 0.009034 0.013238 0.022374 0.029302 0.071429 0.05516
GAPR2 Delivery Ratio 0.8889 0.69584 0.55862 0.46082 0.29304 0.16554
95% CI 0.022325 0.033412 0.040467 0.032507 0.083622 0.061023
DMFR Delivery Ratio 0.8914 0.7997 0.6514 0.51194 0.39332 0.2103
95% CI 0.012176 0.024666 0.042231 0.049668 0.052313 0.048372
Graph 2, Latency vs. Node Density
World Size 60 km × 60 km 90 km × 90 km 120 km × 120 km 150 km × 150 km 200 km × 200 km 300 km × 300 km
Epidemic Latency 2867.971 6324.728 10948.62 16002.74 23818.95 34469.14
95% CI 100.3682 272.824 744.4692 1368.022 3368.304 4082.918
PRoPHETv2 Latency 4439.466 8827.707 14993.95 18379.49 25742.12 36050.34
95% CI 218.9768 489.7516 911.7513 1075.011 3299.385 4828.23
MaxProp Latency 2796.349 6102.765 10277.24 14817.85 23362.26 34378.31
95% CI 94.20041 282.7678 618.423 1462.181 3825.922 4003.023
GAPR2 Latency 9071.815 16069.64 21305.51 24964.22 27729.47 31366.0
95% CI 892.8693 1284.53 2294.313 2873.789 2359.702 4415.161
DMFR Latency 8262.77 15088.45 21007.84 22894.09 27375.36 35684.49
95% CI 323.1725 1054.941 1538.233 1444.48 915.0208 2463.78
Graph 3, Overhead Ratio vs. Node Density
World Size 60 km × 60 km 90 km × 90 km 120 km × 120 km 150 km × 150 km 200 km × 200 km 300 km × 300 km
Epidemic Overhead Ratio 32.65218 32.47592 29.951 28.4905 20.69226 13.3909
95% CI 0.282823 0.473372 0.26223 2.160886 1.225282 2.312398
PRoPHETv2 Overhead Ratio 25.55202 20.78546 16.93966 15.08136 10.53638 8.00658
95% CI 0.353869 0.704628 0.569504 1.257153 1.140855 1.021489
MaxProp Overhead Ratio 21.94554 19.63658 18.59282 17.56184 14.1488 10.87878
95% CI 0.750333 0.850347 0.786 1.159453 2.081741 1.435619
GAPR2 Overhead Ratio 3.8723 3.1512 2.86412 2.86738 3.29462 4.741918
95% CI 0.365499 0.342978 0.454495 0.792651 1.158164 2.569363
DMFR Overhead Ratio 0.78072 0.78462 0.7746 0.84448 0.98908 1.162
95% CI 0.034108 0.039406 0.059148 0.107755 0.180912 0.214624
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